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 The term orb describes a circular artifact that occurs in flash photography—sometimes 
with trails indicating motion— and is especially common with compact and ultra-compact digital 
cameras. In other words, orbs are those semi-transparent balls seen floating around in many 
photographs taken in ghostly locations. Orbs are phenomena that are visible only to cameras, and 
not to the naked eye. 

 

As you might know there is a controversy concerning orbs in regards to authenticity. The 
hypothesis presented by many who believe orbs to be paranormal is that they represent spirits of 
dead people, or energy manifestations of spiritual phenomena. However, science reveals no 
plausible hypothesis that describes the mechanism of how a dead person can become a hovering 
ball of light that appears on film but is invisible to the eye. There are plenty of other things that a 
dead person could potentially become, but it seems believers have chosen orbs because they are 
the most common unexpected objects seen in thousands of photographs all over the internet and 
on television.  

The truth is orbs are a result of airborne particles (dust) that reflect light from the flash at 
the time a photo is taken. This happens in both indoor & outdoor photographs. Dust can show up 
in pictures as orbs when the dust is within 4 inches of the lens and especially when a digital 
camera is used. Moisture (humidity), mold, and pollen are also contributors of false positive orb 
photos. Almost all orb photographs are false positives.  

Orb artifacts are captured during low-light instances where a camera's flash is used, such 
as at night or where a bright light source is near the camera. They are especially common with 
compact digital cameras, where the short distance between the lens and the built-in flash 
decreases the angle of light reflection to the lens, directly illuminating the surface of the particles 



facing the lens. The image artifacts usually appear as either white or semi-transparent circles and 
may also occur with whole or partial colors. With rain, moisture, or humidity an image can 
capture light passing through the droplet creating a small rainbow effect. Dust orbs often show 
what looks like a nucleus and other smaller circles within the orb artifact itself. 

Dust is everywhere including and especially a recently cleaned home. Vacuuming and 
dusting actually increases the chances of particles to be released into the air and captured on a 
camera. Underwater photography commonly shows particles that are also everywhere in marine 
life. The example below shows two diagrams of a hypothetical underwater instance. In Diagram 
A, the surface of particles directly align with the camera's lens, are illuminated by the flash and 
are captured in the photograph. In Diagram B, the faces of particles illuminated by the flash do 
not face the lens and therefore do not show up as orbs in the photograph. 

 

 

 

Creating distance between the flash from the lens or changing the angle of light reflection 
eliminates the capture of orb artifacts. Also, completely shutting off the flash can also eliminate 
the production of orbs in photographs. Because of the distance of the flash from the lens and the 
option to angle the direction of the flash for some models, a 35 mm camera is less likely to create 
dust orbs and this makes them the camera of choice. The other option is to assume all orbs are 
dust unless they are giving off light or are also seen with the naked eye at the time the 
photograph was taken. 

So, the next time you pick up a camera remember that you're holding the very device 
responsible for tens of thousands of the most commonly claimed paranormal phenomenon ever 
captured: dust. 

 


